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Abstract. Aminimization procedure is proposed to orient the design of a vertical take-off and landing drone towards
sustainability. The vehicle is a novel cycloidal rotor drone and the principal objective is to yield the best ratio of
payload to power consumption. The drone blades, rotor arms, and frame are designed for fused deposition modeling
additive manufacturing with polylactic acid. 10 variables for the geometry, operation parameters, and material infill
percentages are explored in search of the optimum design. A special derivation procedure allows obtaining the sym-
bolic equations for the weight and power consumption of the drone. This permits optimization with a hybrid genetic
and gradient method and exploring a broad range of aircraft sizes. 7 constraint equations ensure that the necessary
assumptions made for the derivation remain valid and that the structural strength is adequate. For each new con-
figuration, this method allows to quickly find a new optimum design using a desktop computer. Also, modifying the
constraints, variables, or objective function is straightforward. Finally, the resulting design has a power loading of
0.0876 N/W.

Keywords: Drones, Cycloidal rotors, Payload, 3D printing, Power loading.

1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles are currently getting a considerable amount of attention because of their recent mass commercial-
ization. While traditionally being relied on for military purposes, they are now used in a variety of fields. Currently, widespread
civilian applications are aerial photography, agriculture, and toys. There is a strong incentive to reduce their energy consumption
because of their limited flight time. Nevertheless, little has been done to address the issue of power consumption and sustainability
in general. A few attempts to obtain energy efficient configurations were done by propelling drones with cycloidal rotors instead of
their traditional counterparts.

Cycloidal rotors are a viable means to produce aerodynamic forces whose direction can be rapidly varied 360◦ in a plane normal
to the axis of rotation. They have been used in diverse aircraft [1, 2, 3] andmicro aircraft [4, 5, 6, 7] prototypes. The working principle
is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of a set of blades attached to a central drum. The superposition of two blade motions generates

Fig. 1. Simplified cycloidal rotor.

the thrust. For one motion, the blades rotate about the rotor center while maintaining their span axes always parallel to the axis
of the central drum. For the other motion, the blades individually pitch about their own pivoting axis with the same frequency
as the main rotation. Changing the phase delay or the magnitude of their pitching motion allows almost instant thrust direction
adjustments. The most frequent means to impose the pitching motion to the blades is with rigid links, as shown in Fig. 1. The
central offset of these links generates the cyclic pitching motion of the blades.
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While different cyclogiro aircraft were built [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1, 13], energy efficiencies providing a viable alternative to traditional
helicopter rotary wings have generally been obtained only for micro aerial vehicles at low Reynolds number. Larger prototypes tend
to have high disk loadings, and it negatively impacts energy efficiency. It is known [14] that the cycloidal rotor efficiency is highly
dependent on rotor diameter, angular velocity, and other geometric parameters. However, an important parameter to consider in
the case of flying vehicles is their weight, which directly influences the effective energy efficiency. Weight is interrelated with rotor
dimensions and angular velocity, which changes the required structural strength. It was thus chosen to create a mathematical
method to estimate the mass of drone and use it to iterate toward optimally efficient dimensions. The drone under study is to
be almost entirely printed from polylactic acid (PLA) using the fused deposition modeling (FDM) method. PLA is chosen for its
high rigidity, ease to print, and biodegradability. Special care is taken to maintain the whole mathematical procedure symbolic.
Numerical integration is used only to find the center of gravity of NACA blades, but yields an analytic equation which remains equal
when changing design parameters. Relying solely on symbolic equations is done in order to obtain the fastest solution possible.
Although cycloidal rotors can be configured to respond rapidly, it was known from the start that the optimal configuration would
not possess such a tactical advantage. This is due to the emphasis of this study on energy efficiency. Thus, a silent, stable, and
controllable lifter for situations where energy consumption is a concern is sought.

The innovative contributions of this article are thus to: 1) present a highly maneuverable drone configuration by using cycloidal
rotors; 2) use the environmentally friendly polylactic acid (PLA) for the blades, frame, and attachments of the drone; 3) optimize
the whole design by using symbolic equations of effective payload lifted per unit of power while also considering the structural
consequences of changing the dimensions, thicknesses, and angular velocities of the different parts of the drone.

2. Proposed design

The targeted drone design is shown on Fig. 2. This particular design was selected over different ones to obtain a stable drone

Fig. 2. Drone simplified design.

which can start a pitching or rolling motion instantaneously and without first yawing. A considerable control advantage this config-
uration is that the gyroscopic effects cancel out. The goal of this study is to optimize the geometry of the design in order to obtain
the most efficient payload lift in hover. This is measured while having an onboard battery with a 5 minutes hover capacity at max
payload.

In order to obtain a criterion to evaluate the energy efficiency of any UAV without bias introduced by its weight and size, a new
indicator is proposed. That indicator is the ratio of the effective lift provided by the aircraft in hover to the total power it requires.
That effective lift consists of the vertical thrust produced to which the weight has been subtracted. That indicator, here named the
effective efficiency, is thus defined as,

η = FTu/

(
4

P

nm
N

)
(1)

which has units of force per power and where N is the number of blades per rotor, P is the power required by each blade, nm is the
electric motor efficiency, and the effective lift force FTu is,

FTu = 4FTN −mtg (2)

where g is the standard gravity, FT is the thrust per blade, and mt total mass of the aerial vehicle,

mt = 4(Nb(mb +ms) + 2N(mrod +mrodp )) +mm +mbatt +mctrl + 2mfr (3)

where mb and ms are the printed blade and aluminum spar masses per unit span, respectively, mbatt is the mass of the battery,
mctrl is the mass of the controller, mrod is the mass of each control rod, mrodp is the mass of each pitch rod, mfr is the mass of each
of the two frame beams constituting the main “+” drone axis, mm is the overall motor mass, and b is the blade span. It is assumed
that the pitch and pivot rods have the same design and thus the same masses.

The principal components of the drone are included in the optimization procedure to have an accurate weight estimate. As
shown in Fig. 2, the aircraft has 4 rotors placed in a “+” configuration, the frame beams have a circular cross-section, and a set of
4 cylindrical rods hold and pivot each blade. For the scope of this study, no fuselage is considered and the structure is limited to the
frame beams. These two cylindrical frame beams have partially filled inner portions, as shown in Fig. 3. With R being the radius
of a rotor and c the blade chord, the first attachment point of each rotor is R + c away from the center. The beam radius reduces
after crossing the inner rotor attachment point. The blades are also partially filled and are reinforced with inner aluminum spars
as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Close-up on the frame.

Fig. 4. Blade design with spar.

3.Mathematical development

This section shows the mathematical developments necessary to obtain a fully symbolic equation that can be fed to the op-
timization algorithms. The passages of the derivations which are taken from other studies [15, 16] are omitted from this paper.
The reader is encouraged to consult the original studies to obtain a deeper understanding of the mathematical derivations of the
cycloidal rotor aerodynamic equations. Although different units are occasionally given in the tables, the computations of this study
are done using radians and SI base units.

3.1 Exploration domain and fixed parameters

The parameters of the drone which were allowed to change during the optimization are first given as an introduction to the
model. Table 1 lists the 10 optimization variables, their allowed ranges, and their definitions. Most of these ranges were chosen to

c blade chord 0.02 0.2 m
θc pitch function magnitude 0.57 90 ◦

R rotor radius 0.05 0.5 m
N number of blades per rotor 2 6 -
Ω angular velocity of the rotors 2 500 rad/s
Arod area of the pitch and pivot rods 5× 10−7 10−4 m2

b blade span 0.03 0.25 m
pi blade infill percentage 10 90 %
pif frame infill percentage 10 90 %
rs spar thickness to height ratio 0.04 5 -

Table 1. Optimization variables.

ensure that the design assumptions are still valid for the given dimensions, that geometric constraints are respected, and that the
resulting aircraft is micro or small in size. The number of blades was limited to 6 because no design with more blades is seen in
the literature. A similar reasoning was done for the maximum allowed angular velocity. The infill percentage was limited to 90%
because of the available data and the negative structural impacts of working at 100% infill. Nevertheless, the exploration domain
can be extended for designers who wish to do so. For example, as the results presented later will suggest, a concept with more
blades could be considered. As for the variables that have a fixed value and are not optimized, they are defined in Table 2. Some
of them, such as air density and controller weight, are fixed by nature. Other variables, such as material properties and geometric
parameters, are fixed to maintain the continuity of the equations.

A conservative estimate of motor efficiency is used in order to ensure that possible imprecisions lead to an underestimation
of efficiency. For the same reason, the coefficient of lift used for the blade deformation calculations is taken at the maximum
angle of attack, CL = αma, as opposed to the accurate lift coefficient used for the thrust calculation. The threshold tbt is the
maximum allowed pitch angle difference between the blade root and tip due to its dynamic torsion. This threshold ensures that
the aerodynamic coefficients variations along the blade are negligible. The aspect ratio of the rods, rrod, is fixed in order to avoid
requiring numerical root finding. The minimum allowed total thickness of the filled outer printed layers, tf , is set to the thickness
of 3 printed PLA layers. This chosen number arises from experiments conducted with the Bluetek Strato 3D printer and applies to
the blades, the rods, and the frame beams.
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κ 1.48 empirical multiplier for flow non-uniformity and tip losses
ρ 1.204 air density (kg/m3)
a 5.5 slope of the lift coefficient against the angle of attack (1/rad)
Es 70× 109 alu. spar Young’s modulus (Pa)
ρs 2650 aluminum spar density (kg/m3)
ρpla 1250 PLA density (kg/m3)
tbt 0.01 threshold of admissible pitch angle multiplier at blade tip
pirod 100 percent infill of printed PLA pitch and pivot rods
rrod 0.25 pivot rod thickness to height ratio
νb 0.37 Poisson’s ratio estimate for PLA
nm 0.8 motor efficiency
mctrl 0.050 controller weight (kg)
tf 1.20 thickness of filled PLA layers (mm)
ηsb 1.5 safety factor for frame beams
ηsr 1.2 safety factor for the pitch and pivot rods

Table 2. Fixed parameters of the optimization.

3.2 Aerodynamics

The calculation starts from the implicit thrust equation1 of Gagnon et al. [15], corrected for proper drag coefficient consideration
by changing the CD

a
term to CD

σa
. Being in hover, a null advance ratio µ = 0 is used. That thrust equation thus has the form


4CT

σa
− θc(

CD

σa
+ 1

)
κ


2

− π
CT

2
= 0 (4)

whereCT is the thrust coefficient, rotor solidity is σ = cN/(2πR) and κ is an empirical term that accounts for non-uniformity and tip
losses. Use of similar correlation terms is common, as seen in [17] and [18]. The κ term is fixed to the conservative value of κ = 1.48
during the entire iterative process of this project. As such, tip losses are assumed to be amongst the highest seen experimentally.
This is demonstrated by the correlation between numerical and experimental cycloidal rotor data [15] where values of κ varied
between 1.08 and 1.48. Once again, this is done to estimate to worst possible energy efficiency. Thus, Eq. (4) is solved for thrust CT

and the only real root is kept. The reader is invited to solve for the real root of CT on their own because the result is too bulky to
give in this article.

The inflow coefficient for a hover case is

λ =

√
π
CT

2
(5)

which allows solving for the max angle of attack,
αm = θc − tan−1(λ) (6)

where θc is the magnitude of the pitch function. The maximum aerodynamic forces equation, taken from Gagnon et al. [16] is,

fa =
ρ

2
(ΩR)2cCL (7)

where CL is the lift coefficient and is estimated as αma to get the maximum value. The drag aerodynamic forces on a blade,
neglecting the effects of flow curvature [19], are

fd =
ρ

2
(ΩR)2cCD (8)

where CD is a drag coefficient that depends on the Reynolds number and is defined later in Eq.(77). The force tangential to each
blade’s path, Frx0 , and the thrust per blade, FT , knowing the coefficient of thrust CT , are also taken from the aerodynamic analysis
of Gagnon et al. [15]. Knowing these variables, the power required to rotate one blade is

P = Frx0RΩ (9)

Now that the power and thrust are known, the structural aspects are addressed.

3.3 Structure

Weight is estimated from the contributions of the different parts that constitute the drone. It is known that the structural
properties of the FDM PLA differ from those of injection molding and that the direction of printing influences them, but the specific
data is currently not available in the scientific literature. Thus, the yield stress of the printed PLA frame is estimated, in N/m2, using
a curve derived from a technical report made available online by Arts et Métiers ParisTech [20] as

σby = 106
(
8 + 20(pifr

− 10)/80
)

(10)

where pifr
is the infill percentage of the inner layers of the frame beams. An equivalent equation gives the blade yield stress. And, it

is assumed that, unlike for the ultimate strength, the yield strength of a blade does not diminish if printed in the spanwise direction.

1The referred article presents it as Eq. (64).
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3.4 Rotor blades

The blades of the rotor are the most critical part of the design. They have to sustain high centrifugal loads and resist torsion
induced by the pitching motion. This section presents the core of the analysis conducted on the blades.

The blade height is 0.01Nnc where Nn is the NACA number. The minimum blade height to have a non-filled inner portion is
that of 3 printed layers on top and 3 more at the bottom. Knowing that each printed PLA layer is 0.4 mm, the totally filled height is
consequently hf = 2tf = 2.4 mm, where tf is the thickness of 3 filled layers. Thus, to maintain the continuity of the equations to
solve, the minimum chord for which the equations shown here are valid is

cmin = 2tf/

(
Nn

100

)
(11)

and the height of the partially filled inner portion of the blade, and consequently of the blade spar, is

hs = hb − hf (12)

where hb is the outer height of the blade. Also, the chordwise thickness of the spar is ts = hsrs where rs is the aspect ratio of the
spar. The chord of the inner blade area is not only reduced by the thickness of the filled layers, but also by the junction of the upper
and lower skins at its trailing edge. Therefore, is estimated twice, once by overestimating,

cio = c− hf (13)

and once by underestimating,

ciu =
(
hb − hf

)
/

(
Nn

100

)
(14)

Now, choosing to rely on the exact blademoments of area, the thicknesses of the inner and outer portions of the blades are obtained.
The outer blade half thickness along the chord is,

fx =

√
cxNn

67.363
−

xNn

158.73
−

x2Nn

56.883c
+

x3Nn

70.348c2
−

x4Nn

193.05c3
(15)

which comes from the standard NACA symmetric airfoil equation andwhere x is the distance from the leading edge along the chord.
The inner, partially filled, half thickness of the blade along the chord, fxpi , is obtained by substituting c = ciu in Eq. (15). Thus, the
cross-section area of the full blade is,

Ab =

∫ c

0
2fxdx (16)

While, similarly, the cross-section area of the partially filled PLA blade is,

Abpi =

∫ ciu

0
2fxpidx (17)

An area parameter for the full blade is defined as,

Ka = Ab/

(
Nn

100
c2
)

(18)

The second moment of area of a blade section about the chord is thus,

IbA =

∫ c

0

∫ fx

−fx

y2dydx (19)

where y is the vertical distance from the blade’s reference axis. And the moment of inertia per unit span about the nose of a
completely filled blade is,

IbBnosef
= ρpla

∫ c

0

∫ fx

−fx

(
x2 + y2

)
dydx (20)

while for a partially filled blade it is,

IbBnosepi
=

pi

100
ρpla

∫ ciu

0

∫ fxpi

−fxpi

(
x2 + y2

)
dydx (21)

Which leads to the moment of inertia about the pivot point,

IbBp
= IbBnosef

+ ρplaAb

(
(xp − xcg)

2 − (xcg − xn)
2
)

(22)

where xp, xcg , and xn are the distances of the pivot point, center of gravity, and nose from the leading edge of the blade, respectively.
Thus, xn = 0. For symmetric 4 number NACA blades, xcg = dnacac, where dnaca = 0.4015, according to an online derivation2. Also,
the moment of inertia about its centroid is,

IbBcgf
= IbBnosef

− ρplaAb(xn − xcg)
2 (23)

Similarly, for the inner partially filled portion of the blade, the moment of inertia per unit span about the center of gravity of the
outer blade is,

IbBcgpi
= IbBnosepi

−
pi

100
ρplaAbpi

(
(dnacaciu )

2 − (dnaca(c− ciu )−
hf

2
)2
)

(24)

2http://louisgagnon.com/scBlog/airfoilCenter.html
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And finally, for the complete blade which has filled outer layers and partially filled inner layers, one obtains,

IbBcg
= IbBcgf

− IbBcgpi

(
100

pi
− 1

)
(25)

The blade torsion factor, as defined by Young et al. [21], is

Kb = 4IbA/
(
1 + 16IbA/

(
Kahbc

3
))

(26)

The Young’s modulus, derived from [20], for the blades, Eb, the pivot rods, Erod, and the frame beams, Efr , are defined as

Ez = 109(0.6 + 2.5(piz − 10)/90) (27)

substituting piz by the adequate variable of infill percentage. Then, themodulus of rigidity of a PLA blade,Gb, is obtained by assuming
that the material is isotropic. And, assuming that the beam is perfectly bound at the filled to non-filled intersection, the flexural
rigidity is,

EJe = EbIbA + EsJs (28)

where Js = 1
12

tsh3
s is the spar section second moment of area about its centroid line. The spar mass per unit span is,

ms = tshsρs (29)

and the total, blade plus spar, mass per unit span is,
m = mb +ms (30)

We assume that the blades are simply supported, thus taking an equation3 fromGagnon et al. [16] the blade centrifugal displacement
at midspan is obtained as

qw = RΩ2

(
4

π

(
1 +

1

2
A

))
/
(
π4EJe/

(
mb4

)
− Ω2(1 +A)

)
(31)

where A = ρcCLR/m. The blade deformation along the span is

w = cos
(π
b
x
)
qw (32)

The maximum magnitudes of the strain in the blade, ϵb, and in the spar, ϵs, are,

ϵz =

∣∣∣∣hz

2

d2w

dx2

∣∣∣∣ (33)

substituting hz by the proper height variables. The maximum absolute axial stress in the blade, σb, and in the spar, σs, looking at
both compression and tension, is thus,

σz = Ezϵz (34)

substituting Ez and ϵz by the appropriate variables. Finally, the bending moment in the blade is,

M = EJe
d2w

dx2
(35)

3.5 Blade torsion delay

In the current design, blade pitch in imposed only on one end of the blade. Thus, the rigidity in torsion must be sufficient
to maintain reasonable pitch angle differences between the blade tip that is controlled and the other one. Differences from the
requested angle are known to cause efficiency losses. The derivation follows the setup shown in Fig. 5. One defines

Fig. 5. Problem setup for dynamic torsion of blade.

ϕb(x, t) = ϕb(0, t) + ∆ϕb(x, t) (36)

where ϕb(x, t) is the pitch angle along the blade and ∆ϕb(x, t) is the pitch angle difference with respect to the controlled end. The
imposed pitch angle at the controlled end is, for the current case,

ϕb(0, t) = θc cos(Ωt+ ϕ) = θ (37)

3The referred article presents it as Eq. (8).
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where ϕ is the phase angle of the pitch function. By differentiating Eq. (36) twice with respect to time and twice with respect to
distance, one obtains

ϕ̈b(x, t) = θ̈ + ∆̈ϕb(x, t) (38)

ϕ′′
b (x, t) = 0 +∆ϕ′′

b (x, t) (39)

respectively. From the principle of virtual work, it is known that

KbGbθ
′′ = IbBcg

θ̈ (40)

recalling that Kb if the torsion factor defined in Eq. (26) and Gb is the modulus of rigidity. Substituting in the proper values, one
obtains,

KbGb∆ϕ′′
b (x, t)− IbBcg

∆̈ϕb(x, t) = −IbBcg
θcΩ

2 cos(Ωt+ ϕ) (41)

The variable of interest is ∆ϕb and a boundary value problem is thus set up. The form of the equation is posed as,

∆ϕb = f(x)θc cos(Ωt+ ϕ) (42)

with
f(0) = 0 f ′(L) = 0 (43)

and thus,
∆ϕ′′

b = f ′′(x)θc cos(Ωt+ ϕ) (44)

ϕ̈b = −f(x)Ω2θc cos(Ωt+ ϕ) (45)

which is substituted into Eq.(41) to yield
KbGbf

′′(x) + IbBcg
f(x)Ω2 = −IbBcg

Ω2 (46)

and rearranging gives
KbGb

IbBcg
Ω2

f ′′(x) + f(x) = −1 (47)

for which the particular solution is
fp = 1 (48)

and the homogeneous solution is
fh = A cos (ζx) + B sin (ζx) (49)

where

ζ = Ω

√
IbBcg

KbGb
(50)

and finally, solving for A and B using the boundary conditions of Eq.(43) and substituting back into Eq.(42) yields

∆ϕb = (cos (ζx) + tan (ζb) sin (ζx)− 1)θc cos(Ωt+ ϕ) (51)

which expresses the difference of angle between the blade attachment point and its free edge for the excited cycloidal rotor. To
obtain the blade natural frequency in torsion, Eq.(51) is inspected knowing that the θc cos (Ωt+ ϕ), the cos (ζx), and the sin (ζx)
terms cannot diverge. This leaves the tan (ζb) to inspect and yields that the first natural frequency in torsion occurs at

nbt = π/(2b)

√
Kb

Gb

IbBcg

(52)

The part of Eq. (51) which is constant in time but variable along the span, x, is further inspected. Setting the derivative with respect
to x of this part of the equation to zero and dividing by cos(ζx) yields

tan(ζx) = tan(ζb) (53)

Inspection of Eq. (53) by referring to Eqs. (52) and (50) indicates that, for any frequency equal or below the natural frequency, the
pitch angle delay does not reach a maximum before the tip of the blade at (x = b). Thus, until the natural frequency is surpassed,
the torsional deformation will always increase along the span, without changing direction. Also, in the absence of a pitch function
phase delay, this will occur at t = {0, 2π, 4π, ...}s and the pitch angle difference remains a multiplicative factor of the imposed pitch
angle in time. This multiplicative factor grows with the frequency. Thus, the ratio of rotation frequency to natural frequency where
threshold gets exceeded at blade tip is given by,

rtbt = sec−1(1 + tbt)
2

π
(54)

where tbt is the threshold of admissible pitch angle multiplier at blade tip. Finally, the maximum stress in the blade due to torsion,
by performing an uncoupled analysis, using the equations of Young et al. [21] is,

τbm = Gb
ϕbmax

b
Cy (55)

where Cy is a constant defined by Young et al. and is based on the blade curvature at the point where the largest inscribed circle
touches the blade profile.
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3.6 Pitch and pivot rods

The centrifugal forces per unit span on a blade are,
fc = mΩ2R (56)

The maximum force acting axially on one pivot rod, which holds the blades and imposes the rotation, assuming that fa < fc, and
also assuming that the forces from the pitch rods have no influence on the blade bending, is

frodmax = (fc + fa)
b

2
(57)

The minimum required torque for the electric motor, assuming that it is operating at the angular velocity able to provide its rated
torque, is

Tmotor = 4PN/Ω (58)

Knowing that two pivot rods transmit the motor torque to each blade and assuming that the torque will never exceed the necessary
value for the blade to rotate, the torque transmitted by each pivot rod is,

Trod = P/2Ω (59)

Finally, a feasible design can only be achieved if the constraint,

σrodc1 =
ηs

Arod

(
frodmax + Trod6

√
rrod

Arod

)
− σrody ≤ 0 (60)

where σrody is the yield stress of the material.
The strain ratio of the pivot rods is defined as,

ϵrod =
frodmax

Arod
/Erod (61)

and the pivot rod wide edge as,

drod =

√
Arod

rrod
(62)

and its narrow edge as,
brod = rroddrod (63)

Themoment of inertia of the pivot rod is Irod = brodd
3
rod/2where the inner portion is considered as if it were filled, to be conservative.

This causes both the deformation and the stress inside the rod to be slightly overestimated. Thus, the max rearward deflection of
the rod is at the pivot point, which is the point of attachment with the blade, and is,

wrod = Trodb
2
rod/(3ErodIrod) (64)

while the combined maximum stress inside the rod is,

σrod =
frodmax

Arod
+ Trod

drod

2Irod
(65)

Finally, the mass of the pivot rod is simply mrod = ArodRρpla.

3.7 Frame beams

The principal structure of the frame consists of the printed tubular beams shown in blue in Figs 2 and 3. The first section of the
beam reaches the inner attachment point of the rotor and has a radius Rfr1. The remainder of the beam has a radius of Rfr2. Each
rotor beam is subjected to symmetric loads and is thus analyzed as an equivalent cantilever beam having half the length and being
rigidly supported at the middle of the “+” frame. Along with the conditions imposed in Section 2., the frame’s inner and outer beam
section half lengths are thus Lfr1 = R + c and Lfr2 = b, respectively. Their sectional second moments of area are computed as if
they were partially filled and had no external 100% filled layers,

Ifr =
π

4

(
R4

fr

) pifr

100
(66)

whereRfr is the radius of the beamsection. Assuming the external layers of the printed beams to be partially filled for the calculation
of Ifr allows maintaining a fully analytic solution, but slightly overestimates the maximum stress. The overestimation comes from
the fact that Ifrout is underestimated by the model and thus the Euler-Bernouli beam theory overestimates the radius of curvature
as,

Rk = Mfr/
(
EfrinIfrin + EfroutIfrout

)
(67)

where the in and out subscripts indicate the inner and outer portions of the beam, respectively. In turn, the theory gives that the
stress in the frame beam can be expressed as,

σfr = ynfrEfr
d2wfr

dx2
fr

= ynfrEfrRk (68)

where ynfr is the distance from the beam’s neutral axis. Equation (68) indicates that for the beam made of a partially filled inner
cylinder held into a filled outer hollow cylinder, both having a constant Young’s modulus, the maximum stress will be either at their
interface or at the outer edge. In the current case, Young’s modulus is modeled as constant and is in any case greater for the outer
section. Thus, the maximum stress is at the outer section is overestimated by the model. It is thus conservative.
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The maximum force sustained by each frame arm at its point of attachment with a rotor is sought. It is the sum of the 2 rod
forces per blade multiplied by the number of blades and divided by 6 to account for the fact that the maximum forces are generated
during a sixth of the cycle, as noted in the computational fluid dynamics study of Gagnon et al. [22]. That total force is thus,

Ffr = frodmax

N

3
(69)

which is equivalent to having an additional safety factor of 2 on the frame forces. The frame half beams are assumed to be each
taking the load generated by two rotor attachment points. The stress in the frame is set to be the yield stress, to have the lightest
feasible structure, and thus solving

ηsbFfr(2Lfr1 + Lfr2)Rfr1/Ifr1 − σfry = 0 (70)

and
ηsbFfrLfr2Rfr2/Ifr2 − σfry = 0 (71)

gives the radius of the inner and outer beam sections, respectively. The multiplication by the safety factor ηsb ensures a stronger
design. Conversely, the deflections at the tip of the inner and outer beam sections are equivalent to a cantilever beam with a tip
load of Ffr and 2Ffr , respectively. The tip deflection of the beam sections, considered static under the maximum force Ffr at the
attachment point, are,

wfrbeam,1
= 2FfrL

3
fr1/(3EfrIfr1) (72)

wfrbeam,2
= FfrL

3
fr2/(3EfrIfr2) (73)

and their sum gives the displacement at the outer tip of the rotor. Two roots of each Eqs. (70) and (71) are always complex conjugates
that have a null real part. The third roots are always real for positive variables. The optimal radii of the frame are thus found
by algebraically solving and retaining the only non-imaginary solution to the cubic equation. The inner radius of the frame beam
sections can thus be computed as,

Rfri = Rfr − tf (74)

Finally, the mass of one full frame beam is,

mfr = 2ρplaπ

(
Lfr1

(
R2

fr1 +R2
fr1i

pifr
− 100

100

)
+

Lfr2

(
R2

fr2 +R2
fr2i

pifr
− 100

100

)) (75)

3.8 Constraints and other functions

To maintain the validity of the blade drag and lift estimates, the maximum admissible angle of attack is limited in function of
the Reynolds number. This angle consists of the fitted curve on airfoil data collected from the XFLR5 toolkit4 which is based on Xfoil.
The points of maximum allowed angle of attack were taken as those where the lift coefficient curve ceases to be linear. It has the
following form,

αma = acoef + bcoefRe
1
2 + ccoefRe+ dcoefRe2 (76)

A similar curve fitting procedure using XFLR5 is done for the drag coefficient, which is assumed to be a function of only the Reynolds
number. The drag coefficient values are thus taken at an angle of attack of 5◦, and fitted to a curve of the following form,

CDfit
= acoef2Re−1 + bcoef2 + ccoef2Re+ dcoef2Re

1
2 (77)

Another data fitting procedure is done to obtain the mass of the motor as a function of its power. The data used for the curve fitting
is gathered from diverse online retailers of drone motors. The data indicates that the relationship between weight and power is
linear, thus,

mm = (acoef3 + bcoef3Pout)/1000 (78)

where the required output power from the motor is,

Pout = 4P
N

nm
(79)

The battery mass is estimated as,

mbatt = Pout
600

3600
/130 (80)

assuming 130Wh/kg for typical drone LiPo batteries and a required 5min autonomy at full load. TheMach number is simply defined
as,

Ma =
ΩR

340.29
(81)

The chord to circumference ratio is also computed to verify that the blades are not dangerously close to each other,

cC = Nc/(2πR) (82)

However, the blade aspect ratio is not constrained, because it is known [23] to have little influence on the aerodynamics of cycloidal
rotors. This concludes the setup of the constraints for the optimization problem. Their values should not surpass zero. Most of
the equations presented were solved with the SageMath [24] computerized symbolic math toolbox. The results are especially bulky,
partly because of from multiple integrations of the function of the NACA profile. The reader is thus spared the presentation of the
final equations, which can be obtained by reproducing the steps presented so far.

4www.xflr5.com
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4. Solution Process

4.1 Problem setup

A particular design strategy is relied upon for this preliminary sizing study and differs from a more traditional approach. The
goal is to maximize the payload efficiency instead of limiting the analysis to only carry the weight of the aircraft. This is done to
identify the highest achievable energy efficiency to transport cargo, regardless of the total mass to be carried per individual drone.

Thus, with all the necessary equations established, the problem is formulated as the minimization of one objective function
subject to seven constraint equations. The objective function to minimize is the negative effective payload efficiency, ηc = −η, in
N/W, where η was defined in Eq. (1). The constraints are imposed as one-sided nonlinear constraints. Penalties are attributed to
ensure the constraint equations do not surpass zero. The constraints are summarized in Table 3. As for the optimization variables,
their ranges were previously given in Table 1.

αmc = αmf − αma
180

π max. angle of attack

Rec = 40 000−Re min. Reynolds number

σrodc = σrodc1 max. internal stress on the rods

σbc = σ2
b − σ2

by
max. internal stress on blades

σsc = σ2
s − σ2

sy
max. internal stress on spars

τbmc
= τbm − σby max. blade stress from torsion

Ωtmc
= Ω− rtbtnbt max. frequency to maintain a reasonable blade torsion angle

Table 3. Optimization constraints.

Once the setup is ready, the symbolic equations are generated in C++ format with SageMath. The code is then compiled and the
optimization is run.

4.2 Optimization

The objective function, the 7 constraint equations, and the 10 parameter ranges are fed to a minimization procedure. All the
optimizations discussed in this paper are performed using Sandia’s Dakota [25] toolbox. Different approaches were tested to retain
the one which consistently yields the global optimum, regardless of the starting point and the allowed ranges.

The analytical gradients are easily obtained because the equations are symbolic. Thus, different gradient methods (GM) were
tested. However, the presence of many local minima was observed and thus GM seldom provide the best solution. Consequently,
a 3-step hybrid method consisting of a genetic algorithm (GA), followed by a pattern search, and followed by a GM, was attempted.
Yet, the pattern search algorithm did not improve the intermediate solution. Also, the capability of the GM to obtain the global
solution depends on the output of the preceding GA.

Thus, an approach where multiple solutions are fed to the GM was attempted. However, better minima are obtained when
running one instance of the GA with a high number of iterations and feeding the results to the GM and not when feeding the GM
with several outputs of the GA obtained with fewer iterations.

Different attempts at changing the algorithm parameters were tested: larger populations; allowing up to 10 million function
evaluations; and, a CHC5 population replacement type instead of the elitist one. Ultimately, it turned out that the Single-objective
Genetic Algorithm (SOGA) was able to provide consistently good solutions.

The retained optimization method consists of manually multi-starting a combination of SOGA followed by a the feasible di-
rections gradient method [26]. The first starts of the SOGA rely on population of 1024 individuals with a high mutation rate and
a selection procedure which favors feasible designs. As the multi-start solutions accumulate, the population size is gradually in-
creased and the exploration domain is restrained to include only the range of values returned as optimal by the preceding runs. As
such, the variables for percent infill of the PLA, the number of blades, and the spar aspect ratio are fixed during the last multistart
iterations because the optimum consistently return their limit values. The thus conducted final GA-GM iterations all lead to op-
tima which have their objective, the effective efficiencies η, less than 1% away from the final optimum. This happens thanks to the
large population of 15,625 and the restrained exploration domain. This percentage indicates a very small rotor efficiency difference,
because most tested conditions actually return η < 0 as the thrust generated by the rotors does not overcome the aircraft weight.

5. Results and discussion

The resulting geometry is shown to scale in Fig. 6 and Tables 4 to 7 give the optimized input variables, masses, geometry, and
structure, respectively.

c 2.01 cm
θc 14.9 ◦

R 22.2 cm
N 2
Ω 282 rad/s
Arod 1.99 mm2

b 3.80 cm
pi 90.0%
pif

90.0%

rs 0.0400

Table 4. Optimized variables.

5In the CHC approach, the retained population consists of the best parents and new individuals along with a random sample from the available
solution set.
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Fig. 6. Optimized drone structure, payload and components not shown.

mt total drone mass 349 g
mbb PLA blade mass 1.38 g
mm motor mass 11.5 g
mbatt battery mass 85.4 g
2mfr frame mass 173.7 g

Table 5. Optimized masses.

The resulting configuration of Fig. 6 has an effective hover efficiency η = 0.01864 Newtons of payload per Watt provided to the
electric motor at the maximum payload of 127 g. This is equivalent to 1.90 kg/kW which is not to be confused with the power
loading, for which the value is 8.93 kg/kW, because it does not subtract aircraft weight and electric motor losses. The rotor requires
a total power, at maximum payload, of 53.3 W. At this flight condition, the Mach number is 0.184 and the Reynolds number is
86,059. The estimated maximum coefficient of lift CL used only for the structural calculations is 0.957, assuming operation at the
maximum angle of attack. The average aerodynamic thrust produced per blade is 0.584 N. The centrifugal blade force is roughly
13 times larger than the maximum expected aerodynamic force generated by a blade. This verifies the initial assumption which
allowed neglecting buckling of the pitch and pivot rods in the calculations. The resulting dimensions of the pitch and pivot rods
are, however, challenging for a typical FDM printer. A final design should consider using readily available plastic or composite rods
instead. Finally, the rotor disk loading is 7.05 kg/m2 and the figure of merit calculated using themomentum theory of a conventional
rotor is 0.470. Both power and disk loading are calculated using 2Rb as the reference disk area. The obtained figure of merit is typical
for cycloidal rotors [27] without individual pitch control and indicates that the optimization conducted here rather relies on reducing
the disk loading to gain efficiency.

5.1 Efficiency comparison

Beyond the measure of efficiency η peculiar to this study, a more general measure of efficiency is calculated as the ratio of total
aerodynamic thrust to power consumed by the motor, ηtot = 0.0701 N/W. This number is often referred to as power loading, and if
the electric motor losses are ignored, it becomes ηmax = 0.0876 N/W. The three measures of efficiency obtained, η, ηtot, and ηmax,
are compared to other vertical take-off and landing aircraft from the literature. In comparison, the world’s most efficient manned
helicopter, the Atlas [28], has η = 0.98 N/W and ηtot = 1.70 N/W, approximately. That human-powered helicopter carries a 75 kg
payloadwhich in this particular case also serves as itsmotor and battery, has a 50m aircraft span, and takes advantage of the ground
effects to reduce the required power. Elsewhere, a computational fluid dynamics study [2] reported up to ηmax = 0.208 N/W for very
low rpm cycloidal rotors having radii of 0.5 m. A parametric experimental study [29] of cycloidal rotors with radii ranging from 5 cm
to 12.7 cm reached ηmax = 0.35 N/W. For a two 1.22 m rotor small rotary wing drone, a parametric study [30] on the cyclic pitch
and other variables reports a power loading reaching ηtot = 0.143 N/W. Two recent studies [8, 31] of micro cyclocopters operating
at Re ≃ 11 000 and Re ≃ [20 000, 40 000] report reaching ηmax = 0.077 N/W and ηtot = 0.029 N/W, respectively. Finally, looking at
large aerial vehicles designed with multiple flight scenarios in mind, the takeoff weight to maximum power ratios [13] vary from
ηmax = 0.013 N/W for convertible aircraft to ηmax = 0.067 N/W for helicopters. This quick overview indicates that the resulting
configuration is difficult to compare with other rotorcraft and disk loading will usually be the determining factor for efficient hover.
Amore detailed energy analysis could be conducted and take into account predicted aircraft missions with flight patterns and range
using parameters from the literature [32], but that remains outside the scope of this preliminary study.

It is noteworthy that the optimized configuration does not have the characteristics reported in a comprehensive experimental
study [29] on cycloidal rotor power loading optimization. The study reports optimal power loadings for: high chord/radius ratio;
short spans; and, solidity σ ≈ 0.4. This article rather finds very low chord/radius and very low solidity. These discrepancies mostly
highlight the different objectives of the two studies and the impact that the weight and material choice have on payload efficiency.
As such, a simpler analysis could calculate the aircraft massmt by extrapolation. For example, the wingmass extrapolation formula
from Roskam [33] fed with the mass and dimensions of a cyclogiro aircraft for which data is available [13] indicate that the current
prototype should weight 1.33 kg. This 2.8 times overestimation draws attention to the strong interdependence between the required
structural mass and the aerodynamic forces generated by the aircraft. It also confirms that such extrapolation formulas are no
longer adequate when the search domain for an energy-efficient solution is not limited to conventional aircraft configurations.
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cmin min chord before 100% filled 2.0 cm
cC chord to circumf. ratio 0.0288
hb blade height 2.41 mm
brod rod width x height 0.705 mm x 2.822 mm
Rfr1i

inner radius of frame’s inner beam 5.80 mm
Rfr2i

inner radius of frame’s outer beam 1.72 mm
Lfr drone total width 56.0 cm
αma max admissible AofA 9.97◦

αmf
max AofA 9.97◦

σ rotor solidity 0.0288

Table 6. Optimized geometry.

σb|x=0 max midpoint PLA blade stress 28.0 MPa
w|x=0 max blade center defl. 0.603 mm
EJe composite blade flex. rigidity 0.0311 N/m2

ϵb|x=0 max blade midpoint abs. strain 0.992%
ϕbmax max torsion delay 0.0217◦

τbm max torsion-induced stress 24.4 kPa
nbt blade torsion natural freq. 8196 rad/s
rtbtnbt max allowed torsion blade freq. 735 rad/s
frodmax max. tensile forces per rod 13.0 N
Trod max. torque per rod 1.18 Ncm

Table 7. Optimized structure.

5.2 Exploration domain

The PLA blade of the optimum design operates at yield stress. The aluminum spar’s aspect ratio tends to the minimum value of
4% because the optimal design has no need of the spar and it does not contribute to the strength of the blade. Because the blade’s
inner partially filled PLA portion is infinitesimal compared to its 100% filled skin layers, its Young’s modulus from Eq. (27) could in
practice reach 3.5 times the calculated value. The blade aspect ratio of the optimal configuration is 1.9. For a fixed-wing aircraft,
such a low ratio would yield an increased drag coefficient. However, it is known [23] that the power consumed by a cycloidal rotor
with blade aspect ratios varying between 1 and 8 does not vary considerably. The magnitude of the pitch function of the optimal
designs consistently reaches the maximum allowed angle of attack for their respective operating Reynolds number. The other
constraints presented in Table 3 are amply satisfied. The final variables returned by the optimization given in Table 4 are compared
to the allowed ranges of Table 1. This shows that the infill percentages both go to their maximum allowed values. Values of infill
percentages larger than 90% were, however, not allowed because they are known to degrade the structural properties. The solution
also uses the minimum number of blades, but a single blade design was not allowed, to avoid vibrations.

It is recalled that the rotor angular velocity reported is the one which gives the declared efficiencies, which could be reduced
when not flying in hover at maximum payload. It is also far below the maximum allowed frequency for the torsion-induced blade
pitch delay. The torsion-induced stress is calculated in the blade using an uncoupled approach, which is deemed a reasonable
assumption because the bending and torsional stresses act in different directions and the used limit on the torsion angle is low. A
proper coupled stress analysis is, however, recommended before proceeding with an actual design.

The last optimization iterations of the manual multistart approach used the maximum infill percentage values, the minimum
blade number, and the minimum spar aspect ratio. A compromise is then obtained between the width of the frame, the span of
the blades and the rotor radii. It is, however, clear from the results that the optimum configuration is one with the lowest disk
loading and the lowest blade velocity. The final blade span is also small, because larger spans induce more centrifugal forces and
consequently require lower angular velocities or stronger blades.

5.3 Numerical aspects

A peculiarity of the optimization is that a small subset of the exploration domain variables generate imaginary solutions to
the τbmc

and Ωtmc
constraint equations. Neither increasing the precision of the C++ code, nor solving the symbolic equations

directly, nor computing the whole mathematical derivation from start to finish at each optimization algorithm’s function evaluation
eliminates the imaginary results. A small penalty is thus used to steer the minimization process away from the few non-real
solutions. The compiled C++ code allows multiple thousand function evaluations per second while the symbolic, Python, solution
did 2 evaluations per second. Finally, an embedded6 optimization approach may be the most effective approach, but was still in
early development within the Dakota code when this study was started.

5.4 Possible improvements

Configurations with thicker blade profiles that better resist bending can be evaluated by generating their Reynolds-dependent
equations using the previously mentioned XFLR5 based technique. The effect of increasing the battery life and the number of
blades and/or rotors is worth studying. Using a cantilever blade with one or two blade ends attached to the pivot rods also deserves
attention. A more thorough analysis can consider the weight of a transmission or the increased weight of using four smaller motors
instead of one. The unnecessary blade tip pitch rods weight contributions can also be removed. An improved design could allow
asymmetric frame arm lengths, thus greatly reducing the frame weight, which currently represent 50% of the complete aircraft
weight. The frameweight could also be reduced by using compositematerials for its beams or removing the double load assumption
of Eq. 69. Alternatively, intermeshing rotors could be considered, but blade vortex and induced velocity interactions may have
unpredictable effects. Finally, the number of fully printed layers could be reduced to a single one in order to reduce weight and
make the aluminum spar more useful or allow smaller blade chord length.

6The embedded approach allows running the GM iteratively within the steps of the GA.
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6. Conclusion

This paper presented a novel method to optimize the general parameters of a micro aircraft prior to designing and printing a
detailed drone. The effects of geometrical and structural parameters, such as the infill percentages of the printed parts and their
sizes, were taken into consideration in an attempt to bring the power to payload ratio to aminimum. Aminimization techniquewith
one objective function, 7 constraints, and 10 variables was used to yield an optimal configuration. The resulting configuration was
presented in all its detail and the procedure used can be adapted to different cyclogyro designs. The whole procedure was carried
out using open source software, mainly the SageMath [24] and Dakota [25] toolboxes. The method can also be modified to perform
similar preliminary analyses for other 3D printed aircraft designs that require the optimization of efficiency. Finally, the method
easily extends to study supplementary parameters and configurations in order to obtain the best compromise between aircraft size,
cost, flight time, flight velocity, efficiency, and payload. The complete code necessary to reproduce the results presented in this
paper is available online at https://github.com/louisgag/cyclogyroOptimization.
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